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Research Positions

Applications are invited for the following temporary positions under BRNS project entitled ‘Development of a phase imaging experimental station for microimaging applications in material science and medical imaging of soft tissues and its integration, installation and commissioning on the imaging beamline on INDUS-II’. The duration of the project is initially for a period of three years. This project will be carried out as collaboration between the experts from UGC-DAE CSR, Indore and BARC, Mumbai. For any clarifications, contact Dr T. Shripathi (shri@csr.ernet.in).

There are four positions – 2 Research Associates and one each JRF and SRF. For minimum qualifications and fellowships, visit the website www.csr.ernet.in.

Interested candidates should apply with CV, passport photograph and photocopy of relevant documents. The envelope containing the application must be super-scribed with ‘Application for Research Position’ and to be addressed to Dr T. Shripathi, UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research, University Campus, Khandwa Road, Indore 452 001. Last date for submission of application is 28 May 2010. Candidates called for interview will be reimbursed to and fro travelling expenses restricted to sleeper class rail fare from their place of residence in India to Indore by shortest route.

Call for Nominations for BRSI Annual Awards – 2009

Nominations are invited for the following BRSI Annual Awards – 2009 of the Biotech Research Society. The nomination form and details can be obtained from www.brsi.in, or can be obtained from Prof. Ashok Pandey, Central Office-BRSI, c/o National Institute for Interdisciplinary Science and Technology, CSIR, Thiruvananthapuram 695 019; e-mail: ashokpandey56@yahoo.co.in

1. Young Scientist Medal: Any researcher/academician of 35 years or below as on 31 December 2009 involved in Biotech R&D for his/her outstanding contribution would be eligible. Award carries a citation and a memento.

2. Woman Scientist Medal: Any woman researcher/academician below the age of 45 years as on 31 December 2009 involved in Biotech R&D for her outstanding contribution carried out in India. Award carries a citation and a memento.

3. BRSI Life Time Medal: Any researcher/academician above the age of 55 years as on 31 December 2009 involved in Biotech R&D for his/her life time contribution to the field of Biotechnology. Award carries a citation and a memento.

4. BRSI Industrial Medal: Any researcher involved in Biotech R&D for his/her outstanding contribution, which has resulted in commercialization of a product/process. Award carries a citation and a memento.

5. Fellow of BRSI: Eminent members of BRSI having long-standing and significant contribution to the field working in various areas of biotechnology shall be considered to be elected as Fellow of BRSI (FBRS).

6. Honorary Fellow of BRSI: Eminent persons who have rendered distinguished service to the nation in Biotechnology shall be considered to be conferred as Honorary Fellow of BRSI. Award carries a citation and a memento. Nomination can be made by the members of the Board of BRSI. For this, the nominee may or may not be member of BRSI.

7. AU-CBT Excellence Awards for Research Scholars (two awards): Members of BRSI registered for Ph.D. studies in any Indian university/institute below the age of 30 years as on 31 December 2009 involved in Biotech R&D for his/her outstanding performance. Award carries a citation and cash award of Rs 5000.